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Implenia employer tops 2014 master builder exam results – Excellent 
performance by Dominik Roth in his final master builder exam | Confirmation 
of Implenia workforce’s skill and expertise, and reflection of high priority given 
to training and development within the Group 
 
Dietlikon, 13 November 2014 – At its graduation celebration last week, the Campus Sursee training centre 

awarded the title of “Goldener Baumaster” to the person who scored highest in its final master builder exam. 

The winner of this construction industry “Oscar” was Dominik Roth, the second Implenia employee to achieve 

the feat in three years. Roth posted the best result out of all 27 people who took the test. “I’m really pleased 

that I passed the exam,” said the Head of Construction Execution at Implenia’s Modernisation unit. “And the 

fact that I achieved the best mark in the last two years is fantastic!” He is now looking forward to using his 

newly acquired expertise to help with the ongoing development of the still relatively recently founded Mod-

ernisation business. Alongside Dominik Roth, Pascal Parrotto (Implenia Buildings) also passed the master 

builder diploma exam, while Thomas Senn, who works at Implenia’s Construction Switzerland business area, 

successfully graduated from the Entrepreneur School. “We are proud of our employees and we congratulate 

them. The desire to keep on learning and developing shows great commitment and motivation,” says Imple-

nia CEO Anton Affentranger. Always looking to improve its profile as an attractive employer, Implenia makes 

targeted training and development support available to its staff. Becoming the partner of choice for custom-

ers and employees is part of Implenia’s vision. Offering an attractive working environment is also one of the 

five main pillars of Implenia’s sustainability strategy. 
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Implenia employee Dominik Roth with his “Goldener Baumaster” at the graduation ceremony for the master builder diploma.  
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Implenia employee Dominik Roth (left) with his “Goldener Baumaster” award for the best result in the master builder diploma 

exam. On the right: Kurt Furrer (Lötscher Tiefbau AG), who submitted the best diploma thesis during the corporate manage-

ment training course (NDS HF).  
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Implenia is the leading construction and construction services company in Switzerland. Formed in 2006 from the merger between Zschokke 

and Batigroup, Implenia can look back on around 150 years of history in the construction industry. The company brings the expertise of its 

highly skilled Modernisation & Development, Buildings, and Tunnelling & Civil Engineering Sectors, and its Switzerland and Norway Regions 

under the single roof of a nationally and internationally active company. With its integrated business model and specialists operating in all 

its divisions, Implenia can manage a building project through its entire lifecycle and deliver work that is economical, integrated and custom-

er-centric. The focus is on striking a sustainable balance between financial success and social and environmental responsibility.  

 

Implenia, with its headquarters in Dietlikon near Zurich, employs more than 6900 people and posted turnover of around CHF 3.1 billion in 

2013. The company is listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange (IMPN, CH0023868554). For further information please visit www.implenia.com. 
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